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QUESTION 1

During the evaluation of user feedback from usability testing of a web site project, it is determined that 

users typically get lost within the site, get confused by "mystery meat" graphical links and are not able to 

complete tasks as directed. 

Which of the following UI design patterns would help correct this issue? 

A. Navigation wizards 

B. Image zoom 

C. Navigation tabs 

D. Progressive disclosure 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Why website navigation that is easy to understand so important? 

A. It ensures that site visitors can find what they are looking for quickly and easily. 

B. It ensures visitors will be directed to exactly the information you want them to see. 

C. It guarantees that visitors will purchase products/ 

D. Because search engines will not be able to index pages within a site, if the navigation in difficult to use. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are presenting the web design project to the customer and have project material that consists of a 

compilation of the web design team\\'s work, including mockups, wireframe, and sketches. 

Which of the following project documentations are you presenting? 

A. Meeting notes 

B. Web site wireframe document 

C. Design document 

D. Web site style guide 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Dylan is trying to decide where to host his small personal website. He thinks his best option would be to 

get a Web site hosting account with an Internet. Service Provider (ISP). 

Which of the following is a reason that would support this decision? 

A. Hosting with an ISP is the only way to ensure that a site is available to all users worldwide. 

B. ISPs often offer a large selection of Web applications at no extra charge. 

C. Hosting your site with an ISP ensures your site is validated to W3C standards. 

D. An ISP will often block a site from loading if it is self-hosted, due to security concerns. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

you are consulting on the web site design for a young lawyer who is starting a new legal practice in environmental law.
She wants the site to feature hot pink and bright green colors, to represent her youthful new approach to solving legal
problems. You advise her to consider a neutral color scheme based on gray and blue instead. Which of the following
best supports your recommendation? 

A. Her preferred color scheme is offensive to you as the web site designer. 

B. Her preferred color scheme is difficult to read, which will prevent users from exploring the website. 

C. Her potential clients will respond better to the authoritative professional tone of the netural colors. 

D. Her potential client\\'s computer devices will not be able to display pink and green very well, which will 

cause them to exit the site. 

Correct Answer: C 
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